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The change of rotational transform due to noninductive plasma current driven by a negative neutral
beam, which has a value typically less than 10% of total rotational transform determined by the
external current in the helical coils, is measured in the Large Helical Device with motional Stark
effect spectroscopy. Radial profiles of rotational transform are derived from the radial profiles of the
polarization angle of thes component in theHa line emitted from the high energy hydrogen atom
of the beam with four sets of linear polarizers, spectrometers, and CCD detectors. The radial profile
of the change in the rotational transform due to the noninductive toroidal current driven by the
neutral beam is measured.© 2005 American Institute of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1898943g

I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the rotational transform of the mag-
netic field,i, which is calledq=s1/id in tokamaks, has been
recognized to be important in understanding the mechanism
of transport improvement, since transport in plasma has been
found to be sensitive to magnetic shear and/or rational sur-
facessat rationalq valuesd.1–3 In stellarators, the rotational
transform is mainly determined by the vacuum magnetic
field produced by external coils. The measurement of rota-
tional transform of the magnetic field is considered to be
important in stellarators as well as in tokamaks, because the
characteristics of electron transport, especially in the internal
transport barrier,4–6 and low-n ideal MHD instability
strongly depend on the rotational transform profiles. There-
fore the measurements of rotational transform,i, are neces-
sary even in the Large Helical Device, where more than 90%
of the poloidal magnetic field at the plasma boundary is pro-
duced by external coils.

Motional Stark effect spectroscopysMSEd has been a
useful tool to measure the radial profile of the rotational
transform.7–11 In nonaxisymmetric magnetic configurations,
there is an intrinsic difficulty in the MSE measurements, be-
cause the pitch angle of the magnetic field changes in the
toroidal directionseven changing its signd along the line of
sight within the beam width. The variation of the local pitch
angle in the toroidal direction is even larger than that in the
radial direction. Preliminary measurements of pitch angle in
a Heliotron device using MSE spectroscopy were done in
CHS.12 The diagnostic neutral beam with a narrow beam
width was used to minimize the integration effect of the po-
larization angle in the region of varying pitch angle. Because
of the low intensity of the diagnostic beam, the error bar of
the measured pitch angle was too large to consider the small
change in rotational transform due to non-inductive plasma
current stypically less than 10% of total equivalent plasma
currentd. In the Large Helical Device, the change of rational

transform due to the noninductive plasma current driven by
the tangentially injected neutral beam is typically on the or-
der of 0.1sorder of 1° in polarization angled and requires a
heating beam which has enough beam intensity to derive a
precise measurement of pitch angle.

Therefore a technique is needed to minimize the integra-
tion effect of the polarization angle along the line of sight
within a beamwidth, where the pitch angle of the magnetic
field changes significantly. The integration effect results in a
large variation of the polarization angle in wavelength within
the s andp components of theHa light, because the Dop-
pler shift at the observation pointsintersection of line of
sight and each beamletd slightly changes within the beam-
width. This variation of polarization angle in wavelength
reaches 5° to 10° and it is much larger than the error bar
required for the measurements. Although the pitch angle of
the magnetic field produced by the external coils changes its
sign along the toroidal direction, the magnetic field produced
by the noninductive plasma current driven by the neutral
beam has nearly toroidal symmetry near the plasma center.
Therefore the variation of the polarization angle in wave-
length due to the noninductive plasma current is much
smaller than that due to the external coilssvacuum fieldd.
Therefore the integration effect can be eliminated by sub-
tracting the polarization angles in the vacuum field from that
measured at each wavelength. In this article, a MSE spec-
troscopy system is described which minimizes the integra-
tion effect and derives the rotational transform profiles pre-
cisely enough to consider the small changes from the
vacuum magnetic field.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP OF MOTIONAL STARK
EFFECT SPECTROSCOPY „MSE… IN LHD

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for MSE spec-
troscopy installed in the Large Helical Device. The LHD is a
toroidal helical magnetic devicesHeliotron deviced with a
major radius ofRax=3.5–4.1 m, an average minor radius of
0.6 m, and a magnetic fieldB of 0.5–3 T. The major radiusadElectronic mail: ida@nifs.ac.jp
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is Rax=3.6 m, the magnetic fieldB is 1.5 T, and the beam
energy for MSE measurements is 146 keV/amu in this ex-
periment. The plasma current equivalent to the edge poloidal
magnetic field is 1.5 MA in this experiment. The MSE sys-
tem consists of a spectrometer, optical fibers, and linear po-
larizers tilted by 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° with respect to the
horizontal direction. The linear polarizers are arranged in
front of the object lenses to avoid a change of polarization
angle due to the lenses. The 100 optical fibers with a core
diameter of 200mm and 250mm of cladding are arranged at
the focal plane of each object lens. The optical fibers are
divided into 25 groups and each group has optical fibers with
the linear polarizer tilted by 0, 45, 90, and 135 with respect
to the horizontal direction. The object lens of each optical
fiber array is adjusted to make all the optical fibers in the
same group to view an identical observation pointsintersec-
tion between beam line and line of sightd. The 100 optical
fibers are arranged at the entrance slit of a high throughput
spectrometersBunkou-Keiki CLP-400d which consists of
two sets of f =400 mm/F=2.8 camera lenses and a
2160/mm grating. A backilluminated CCDs134031300
with 20320 mm pixeld at the exit plane is used to measure
100 spectra.

Figure 2 shows the CCD image for theHa emission

emitted from the neutral beam measured with different po-
larization angles. Each group has four spectra with 0°, 45°,
90°, and 135°, linear polarizers starting from the top. Clear
peaks corresponding to thes componentsswhich are parallel
to the magnetic fieldd are observed for the spectra with a 0°
linear polarizer at the top of each group. Two peaks with a
separation of 40–50 pixel are observed for the spectra with
the 90° linear polarizer at the second line from the top of
each group, which corresponds to thep componentsperpen-
dicular to the magnetic fieldd. The third and fourth lines cor-
respond to the spectra with 45° and 135°, respectively. These
spectra have contributions from both thes component and
the p component and the contribution depends on the direc-
tion of the magnetic field. The spectra with a 45° linear po-
larizer sthird lined has a larger contribution froms compo-
nents for groups 7–13, which indicates that the magnetic
field is tilted upward. On the other hand, the spectra with a
135° s=−45°d linear polarizersfourth lined has a larger con-
tribution from s components for groups 17–20, which indi-
cates that the magnetic field is tilted downward. As seen in
Fig. 2, there is an impurity line at pixel number 380. How-
ever, this line is far enough from theHa line to be measured
and is not polarized.

Figure 3 shows the spectra of Doppler shiftedHa emis-
sion for group 7 and group 18 in Fig. 2. The spectra with the
0° polarizer mainly correspond to thes component, which is
polarized parallel to the magnetic field, while the spectra
with a 90° polarizer mainly correspond to thep component,
which is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The spectra
with 45° and 135° polarizers are a mixture of thes compo-
nent and thep component and the differences give the po-
larization angles. The viewing array arranged side by side
has slightly different Doppler shifts, while the viewing array
arranged up and down has identical Doppler shifts. Therefore
the measured Doppler shift for the 0° and 90° viewing array
is different from that for the 45° and 135° viewing array. The
differences of the Doppler shifts are corrected for each spec-
trum in Fig. 3.

The intensity of thes component with a 45° polarizer is

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for motional stark spectroscopy in LHD.

FIG. 2. CCD image for the spectra of Doppler shiftedHa emission from
beam hydrogen atoms.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Spectra of Doppler shiftedHa emission forsad group
7 andsbd group 18 in Fig. 2.
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larger than that with a 135° polarizer in the spectra observed
at group 7, while the intensity of thes component with a 45°
polarizer is smaller than that with a 135° polarizer in the
spectra observed at group 18. These changes indicate the
local pitch angle changes its sign between these two groups.
The line broadening of each component is mainly due to the
beam divergence. The Doppler shift is determined by the
beam velocity,v, and intersection angle,f, between the line
of sight and neutral beam line asv cossfd, while the effec-
tive Doppler width of line is determined byvd sinsfd, where
d is a beam divergence angle. The width of the neutral beam,
W, is simply expressed asW=2dL, whereL is the distance
from the ion source to the observation point, whenL is larger
than the focal length of the beam. Then the effective Doppler
width of the line is determined byvsW/2Ldsinsfd. The spec-
tra with a 45° polarizer and 135° spectra show asymmetry.
The asymmetries in the spectra with a 45° polarizer and a
135° polarizer are due to a variation of polarization angles
and the effective Doppler width due to a finite beam diver-
gence along the line of sight, which will be discussed later. It
is noted that the polarization angles are derived from the
intensity ratios at each wavelength and not from the line ratio
of s andp components.

The intensity ofHa passing a linear polarizer tilted with
respect to the horizontal byf can be expressed asIfsld
=s1/2dIscsld+ Islsldcos2sgssld−fd+ Iplsldcos2sgpsld−fd,
where Iscsld, Islsld, and Iplsld are the circularly polarized
and linearly polarizeds component and linearly polarizedp
component, respectively. In general, the polarization angle is
given by the intensity ratio of two directionss0° and 90° or
45° and 135°d for the linearly polarizedp component. How-
ever, the polarization angle of a circularly polarizeds com-
ponent cannot be determined by the intensity ratio of the two
directions. The measurement of the four spectra at 0°, 45°,
90°, and 135° polarization angles enables us to eliminate the
circularly polarized component and the overlap of the lin-
early polarizeds component andp component and derive
the polarization angle both for thep component and thes
component. Because thes component and thep component
are perpendicular to each othersgp=gs−90d the polarization
angle of thes componentgps=gsd can be given bygpsld
=s1/2dtan−1sfI45sld− I135sldg / fI0sld− I90sldgd. Figure 4
shows the polarization angle,gp, derived from theHa emis-
sion from the neutral beam, which is injected to the plasma
and gas target. The polarization angle for the magnetic field
determined by the external coils is measured with a gas tar-
get. The intensity ofHa for the gas target is lower than that
from the plasma by one order of magnitude. The polarization
angles both for the plasma and the gas targetsvacuum mag-
netic fieldd show strong wavelength dependence. Since the
emission volume moves in the toroidal direction along the
line of sight, the polarization angle varies within the beam-
width W.

Although there is a significant wavelength dependence
in the polarization anglegpsld, the change of the polarization
anglesdifference from the polarization in the vacuum mag-
netic fieldd has almost no wavelength dependence. This is
because the poloidal field due to the toroidal current has
more or less toroidal symmetry and is constant within the

beamwidth. The change of the polarization angle is derived
by averaging thedgpsld for each component and the error
bar is given by the standard deviation ofdgpsld. The polar-
ization angle has a large uncertainty at the boundary between
s and p lines, because the polarization factor s=I0sld
− I90sld is approaching zero. Therefore, the polarization
angles in the region where the polarization factor exceeds 0.2
are used in averaging. The scatter of the change of polariza-
tion angle is mainly due to the low signal of the polarization
angle in the vacuum magnetic field, not that in the plasma.

III. EVALUATION OF ROTATIONAL TRANSFORM
PROFILE

In order to derive the rotational transform, the equilib-
rium codeVMEC is used. The radial profile of the polarization
angle measured is compared with that calculated with a
VMEC database with various pressure profiles and current
profiles. TheVMEC data consist of a few hundred equilibria
with various total pressure, total toroidal current, and current
density profiles. Figures 5sad and 5sbd show the radial profile
of the rotational transform in the equilibrium magnetic field
which gives the best fit to the polarization angle measured.
The total toroidal current measured with a coil is used in this
best fit process. Then the central rotational transform de-
pends on the current profile for a given total toroidal current.
When the current profile is peaked at the plasma center, the
central rotational transform becomes largessmalld for the
positive snegatived toroidal current. Figure 5scd shows the
differences of polarization angle measured and calculated
with various current profiles as a function of central rota-
tional transform. The data clearly show the reduction of the
central rotational transform: the rotational transform atr
=0.1 is 0.5 for positive toroidal current and 0.37 for the
plasma with negative toroidal current. The best fit rotational

FIG. 4. sColor onlined sad Polarization angle,gpsld, derived from the MSE
spectra with and without plasmasvacuumd andsbd shift of polarization angle
due to current in the plasma,dgpsld, as a function of the wavelength ofHa.
The polarization factors= I0sld− I90sld is also plotted.
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transform is given by the interpolation between two equilib-
ria near the minimumx2. The error bar in the polarization
angle is mainly due to the low intensity ofHa for the gas
target. Therefore the scatter of the data is much lower than
the error bar. When the direction of the beam driven current
switches from the co-direction to the counter-direction, the
polarization angle decreases by 1° near the plasma center at
r=0.35 and by 3° atr=0.8, which corresponds to the de-
crease of the rotational transform from +0.1 to −0.1, respec-
tively. This measurement shows that the change of the rota-
tional transform near the plasma edge precedes that near the
plasma center.

In the plasma with positive toroidal current, the rota-
tional transform in the plasma is larger than that of the
vacuum rotational transform by 0.1. On the other hand, in the
plasma with negative toroidal current the rotational trans-
form in the plasma is smaller than that of the vacuum rota-
tional transform near the plasma edge, but the central rota-
tional transform near the plasma center is close to that in the
vacuum magnetic field. The difference in the change of ro-
tational transform suggests that the current profile for the
plasma with positive toroidal current is more peaked than
that for the plasma with negative toroidal current. This is not
because of the change of the deposition profile driven by the
NBI, but because the current profiles do not reach the steady
state phase. It should be noted that both of these data are
taken in the plasma in the transient phase. The direction of
the NBI is switched from co-injection to counter-injection
sco-injection for 0.3–3.3 s and counter-injection for
3.3–6.3 sd. The data for the positive current are taken 0.1 s
after the switch-on of the counter-NBI, while the data for the
negative current are taken 2.6 s after the switch-on of the
counter-NBI.

IV. DISCUSSION

The MSE spectroscopy in LHD consists of linear polar-
izers and a spectrometer. The advantage of this system is that
the Ha spectrum is always measured. In the MSE system
based on the photoelastic modulator,8–10 the center of the
transmission wavelength of the filter should be tuned to the
center of theHa line depending on the Doppler shift, which
is determined by the beam energy. In the tokamak, where
there is toroidal symmetry of the pitch angle of the magnetic
field, the measurements of spectra are not so important be-
cause the polarization angle does not depend on the wave-
length. However, the measurement of spectra is especially
important in LHD, where the pitch angle of the magnetic
field changes significantly along the line of sight in a tangen-
tial view within the beamwidth, and the polarization angle
strongly depends on the wavelength.

Only a few percent difference in the beam energy be-
tween the measurements and the calibration in the vacuum
magnetic field causes a significant error. For example, the
shift of wavelength by 0.1 nms3% of the beam energyd
causes a shift of polarization angle by 1–5°. The change of
rotational transformsdi,0.1d due to the noninductive toroi-
dal current driven by the neutral beam, which is 5% of the

FIG. 5. sColor onlined sad The radial profile of the shift of polarization angle
due to plasma and rotational transform for the best fit to the measured
polarization angle and vacuum rotational transform in the plasma withsbd a
positive toroidal current of 61 kAsco-injectiond and sbd a negative toroidal
current of −81 kAscounter-injectiond and scd differences between the shift
of polarization angle measured and that calculated for various current pro-
files as a function of rotational transform atr=0.1.
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toroidal current equivalent to the edge poloidal field created
by the external helical coils, is measured with MSE spectros-
copy in LHD.
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